Punch Art Spider
Supplies
Whisper White Craft Ink and Sponge Dauber
Window Sheet 4” x 5 ¼”
Spider Web Embossing Folder
Daffodil Delight 1/8” ribbon
Pumpkin Pie Button
All Holidays stamp set
Naturally Serif Sizzlit Strip Die
Basic Black Marker
Spritz bottle filled with water
Sticky Strip
Punches
Bitty Bat
3/4” Circle
1/2” Circle
Crop-o-dile
Cardstock
Basic Black 4 ¼”x 11”
Concord Crush 4-1/8” x 5-3/8”
Scraps of Whisper White, Concord Crush and Basic Black for punched shapes
1. Punch 3 sets of legs with the Bitty Bat punch. Don’t worry if the sets of legs end up in two pieces.
2. Punch two ¾” Circles. Apply some glue to one of the circles and arrange the legs, bending them in the middle to get
the angle you want. Apply more glue and stick the other ¾” circle on top so the legs are sandwiched between the two
circles. Hold the spider by the circles and adjust the legs if needed.
3. Using the crop-o-dile punch two holes close together in Black card stock to form eye holes. Center the holes in the ½”
Circle punch and punch out the head. Punch out another circle from Whisper White and glue it behind the black one.
Add pupils to the eyes with a black marker. Glue the head on the body.
4. Emboss a window sheet with the Spider Web embossing folder.
5. Using your paper cutter or a pair of scissors cut windows in the Concord Crush card stock and Basic Black card front
leaving about ¾” on all sides. Sprits it with water, tear the edges and distress them.
6. When dry, glue the Concord mat to the card front and tie some ribbon around one side. Use some sticky strip to
attach the window sheet to the inside of the card. Thread some ribbon through a button and attach it to the card front.
7. Stamp “Happy Halloween” from the All Holidays stamp set on an insert and cut out black letters with the Serif die. Cut
two extra “o”s from Concord Crush to use for the eyes
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